Canonical and terminal singularities are introduced by M. Reid [5], [6] . He proved that 3-dimensional terminal singularities are cyclic quotient of smooth points or cDV points [6] .
power series (say φ) or φ contains u 2 if u 2 appears with a non-zero coefficient in the power series expansion of φ.
After having written up the paper, we learnt that Pinkham had proved similar (but slightly weaker) results (unpublished) . We are grateful to Professor Kawamata, Pinkham, and Tsunoda for this information. §1. Criteria for terminal and canonical singularities Let C be the field of complex numbers, and C{x} denotes the ring of convergent power series in variables x. LEMMA 
Let (X, p) be the germ of an n-dimensional terminal (resp. canonical) singularity of index m. Let (X',p f ) be the germ of an n-dimensίonal reduced Gorenstein variety and f: (X\ p f ) -> (X, p) a morphism such that f factors as where h is a blow-up of X and g is quasi-finite. Let ω be a generator of ω^ at p. Then /*α>, as a meromorphic section of ωfr, vanishes (resp. is regular) along an arbitrary irreducible divisor D$p such that dimf(D)
< n-1.
Proof. Let D be a divisor as in the lemma. Let π: X f -• X f be the normalization, and X" C X f the complement of the singular locus of X'. Since codim X , (X' -X ;/ ) ^ 2 and since (π*ω x )\ z .. O Ω%,,, we may replace (X\ pO by (X", p") for some smooth p" such that π(p") e Ό. In other words, we may assume that X' is smooth. Hence in the factorization X f -> Y -> X, we may assume that Y is normal and q = g(p) is a smooth point of Y (by moving p in D if necessary). Then h*ω vanishes (resp. is regular) along g (D) . Since g: (X',p') -> (F, q) is a morphism of manifolds, f* ω = g*h*ω vanishes (resp. is regular) along D.
q.e.d.
Let (X,p) be a 3-dimensional canonical singularity of index m such that, for the associated Z m -cover π: (X\ p f ) -> (X, p) [5, 6] , {X',p r ) is a hypersurface singularity. Then there exist Z m -semi-invariants x l9 , # 4 in the analytic local ring 0 x >^ such that (1.1) p(Xi) = Z et Xt (£ = 1, ---,4)
where p (resp. ζ) is a generator of Z m (resp. μ m ), c = (c u , c 4 ) e Z 4 be such that gcd (c, m) -g.c.d. {c l9 , c 4 , m} = 1, and 9 is a semi-invariant. Since TΓ is unramified outside p', one has , # 4 } such that C{jCi, , # 4 }/(p) is normal, and let (X', p') be the germ of a hypersurface at 0 defined by (1.2) , and (X,p) = (X Then we have with X! = w m , is the torus embedding corresponding to C C Γ(R) (x) Q, and commutative diagrams and
give a commutative diagram , x 4 (i = 1, , r) and that u u , u r are linearly independent over C and the locus defined by X x == = X r = 0 is of dimension ^ 1. Let Φ be the linear system generated by X u , X r> and assume that our φ is written as for some Λ = (λ u , λ r ) e (C*) r . By Bertini's theorem, φ = 0 defines a normal variety for general Λ since the base locus of Φ is of dimension <^ 1. Let σ, α, ζ be as in Theorem 2, then the value of e(a) given in Theorem 2 does not depend on the choice of λ e (C*) r . Then under the notation of Theorem 2, the following is the corollary to the proof of Theorem 2. 
be the proper transforms of X to V Q and Wi,, respectively. Then, since ¥ 0 is free from base points, g: W -> V is unramified over general points of arbitrary irreducible components of V Π D Q . Thus by 
, .
[m/2 + n/2 if n is odd .
Proof. One has 2 wt x x = n (mod ra). If n is even, then we choose a ι -n/2 9 keeping α 2 , α 3 , α 4 the same. Then nj2 + a 2 + α 3 + α 4 > (resp. ^) ra + λi. If 7i is odd, then we choose ^ = (m + ra)/2, keeping α 2 , α 3 , α 4 the same. Then (n + ni)\2 + a 2 + a B + a A > (resp. ^) m + n.
For the approximation of φ, we need the standard: 
for some f e C{x 3 , x 4 } . § 2. Notation and terminal singularities of type cA ASSUMPTION 5. Let ψ be an element of (x, y, z, u) 2 C{x, y, z y u} which has a Z m -action (m > 1) such that x 9 y, z 9 u, ψ are semi-invariants. Assume that ψ has an isolated cDV singularity at the origin (0), that the quotient of {φ = 0} by Z m has a terminal singularity at (0), and that the action of Z m is free on U -(0), where U 9 (0) is an open set of {φ = 0}. By a Z m -automorphism, we mean an analytic C-automorphism of C{x, y 9 z 9 u} commuting with Z m -action unless otherwise mentioned. We will keep these assumptions and notation, unless otherwise mentioned. NOTATION 6. Fixing a primitive m-th root ζ of 1, and given the Z m -action above, we associate to each σ e Z m a weight modulo m (denoted one sees that σ-wtx and σ-wty are prime to p. Hence
which is a contradiction to Theorem 2, and hence σ-wt 2 = 0or σ-wt u = 0 (p). By symmetry of z, u, we may assume that σ-wt z = 0 (p). Let 7i = (<7-w;£ w, m). We will show that n = 1. If n > 1 then by Remark 7, (1), wt φ ^ 0(n). Thus 7i |p and wtz = wtu ~ 0(ή).
This contradicts Remark 7, (2). Thus n = 1. By Remark 7, (1), (2) 1, 2, a(a = 1, 3) . One sees or = 3 by applying Theorem 2. Whence one gets (2) .
We now assume that m > 2p and will derive a contradiction to finish the proof. Then by (8.4), (8.5.1) and (8.5.2), one sees that p ^ 2 and there are exactly one p in case (8.5.1) and exactly p -I p's in case (8.5.2). We claim that p = 2. If p > 2, then let p t (i = 1, 2) in case (8.5.2) be such that pi-wt x = m -i (i = 1, 2). Then |0 2 = 2^ and whence -p = ^-w ί 9 = 2(^ΓH;£ 9) = -2p (m). This means that PΞO (W) and m -p, which contradicts m > 2p. Thus our claim that p = 2 is proved. Let ρ x e Z m be in case (8. Proof Case (1) is due to Supplement 8.1 (cf. argument of Lemma 9). Case (2): By 2wtx = 2wty (4), one sees that wt x, wty are odd by Remark 7, (2) . Hence wt φ = 2 (4). Applying Theorem 8 to m = 2, H;£ 2 or z#£ w is even (cf. argument of Lemma 9). Let us assume that wt z is even. By Remark 7, (1), φ contains some power of z, whence wt z = 2 (4). Changing σ to -σ if necessary, one gets (2) Proof. By Remark 7, (2) , there is at most one even number among wts of x, y, z, u. On the other hand, by Theorem 2 applied to v = (z^X, one has v(x) + + u(w) > 2 + u(p) ^ 4. Hence exactly one of wts of x, y, z, u is congruent to 0 mod (2) . Then Lemma 11 is clear. By Lemma 12.2, this follows from Theorem 8, Lemmas 9, 10, 11. (For case (3) , one may set / e (z, uYC{z, u) , because otherwise it is reduced to case (1)).
Remark 12.1. In case (1) (resp. (2), (3) Proof Since wt x + wty + wtz = 2ι#£ u = 0 (2), at least one of wt y, wt z is even. Without loss of generality, we may assume wt z is even. Then wt x, wt y, wt u are odd (Remark 7, (2)). If m = 2, then Lemma 15 is proved. It remains to disprove the case m = 4. If TTC = 4, then u;ί/=2(4) because H;2 U is odd. Since / contains a power of 2 (Remark 7, (1)), M Z 3 = 2 (4). Choosing <τ e Z 4 , one may assume that σ-wts of x, y, 2, w are α, 6, 2, 3 (α, 6 = 1, 3) . By α + 6 + 2 = 2 (4), one has a + b = 0 (4), whence α + 6 = 4. Since wt φ = 2, one sees that the order i; induced by this weight satisfies
LEMMA 16. Under the assumptions and notation of Lemma 14, if f, contains xyz, then m is a power of 2.
Proof, Assuming that m is odd, we will derive a contradiction.
(16.1) Claim: wtx, wtt, wtz are prime to m. For example, assume n = (wt x, m) > 1. Then wtf^O (n) by Remark 7, (1). Since n is odd, one has wt u = 0 (ra). This means ra = (wZ x, ι#£ α, TM) > 1, which contradicts Remark 7, (2). Proof. Assume m = 4. By 2wt u = wtx + 2wty 9 wtx is even whence wt y and wt u are odd (Remark 7, (2)). Thus 2wt u = 2wt y (4) and wt x = 0 (4). Thus by Remark 7, (1), wtf= 0(4), which contradicts wt u = 1 (2). The rest is easy.
q.e.d. Proof ( We will derive a contradiction assuming m = 9. From 2-wtu = 3 α ί y (9), follows κ;ίw = 0 (3). By Remark 7, (2), w Z#, iitfy, u ίz are prime to 3. Thus wt u ^ 0 (9). If wtx = wty (9), then Z 9 -automorphism: x -> x + ay, keeping y, z, w reduces the problem to Proposition 20, which contradicts m = 9. Thus wt x = wty (3), wtx^ wty (9). Choosing a generator p e Z 9 , one may assume {p-wtx, ρ-wty] = {2 mod 9, 5 mod 9}. By exchanging x, y if necessary, one may assume that p-wts of x, y, 2, w are 2, 5, c, 3 mod 9 (c is prime to 3 by Remark 7, (2)). By applying Theorem 2 to v = 0>-n;ί)β, one gets u(/) = 6, c > 5. Proof, For an integer n ^ 0, let g n (resp. h n ) be the homogeneous part of degree n of g (resp. h). We will treat two cases. 
